
A Course of Recovery

1 Identify the  s
You have to admit there’s a problem before you can get help

2 C
our need to be in relationship with God and others

3 Identify  n
Connection, separateness, resolving the good/bad split, adulthood

4 Receive the  g
Accept help from others; don’t resist for fear of connection

5 Understand the  r , and then  g
Avoid the repetition compulsion

6 F
Accept forgiveness and be able to forgive others

7 O
Accept responsibility for our own feelings, attitudes, behaviors
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A Course of Recovery (continued)

8 Saying   n   to the bad

Practice saying “no” first to safe people

9  Expect  f
It is a natural part of any struggle

to do something new

10  Return to  S
Identify what still needs work,

and begin the process again –

continuing to seek the truth

Discussion questions

Where are you in this process?

Which of these steps do you need most to work on?

Which seem the most difficult?

How can you resolve, and then follow through, to take these steps?

(1)  Fall In
(2)  Fall in again
(3)  Look in and then fall in  
(4)  Go around
(5)  Take another street!

Second page of the worksheet for Session 6 of the “Boundaries” video series

Next time: As we begin to set and enforce healthy boundaries, resistance is guaranteed!
Some will come from others, and some from inside our own heads. In “Resistance to Boundaries,” 
we’ll examine nine different kinds of resistance to anticipate, and how to keep them from 
derailing us. It’s one of the most important sessions of the whole “Boundaries” series!

Let your yes be yes, and let your no be no.     (Matthew 5:37)


